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Woodward Gallery Honors 9/11 Anniversary with Monthlong
Exhibition

#Woodward Gallery Honors

By Lori Greenberg

#The Woodward Gallery

boweryboogie.com 2 days ago

#Bridges

Amidst the many twentieth anniversary observations of 9/11, the

#Woodward Gallery

Woodward Gallery is presenting a different type of tribute. It’s
current exhibition, which is designed to be easily seen from the
street even when the gallery is closed, consists of prescient
works of art. “Observing 9/11: Breen, Bridges & Corn
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North Korea fires ballistic missiles in 2nd test in a
week
North Korea fired two ballistic missiles toward the East Sea on
Wednesday, according to South Korea’s Joint Chiefs of Staff.
MILITARY ・ 4 HOURS AGO
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Reuters

California Governor Newsom defeats Republican
recall effort
SACRAMENTO, Calif., Sept 15 (Reuters) - California Governor Gavin
Newsom on Tuesday handily beat back a Republican campaign to oust…
him
from・office,
sending
POLITICS
6 HOURS
AGO a decisive message that voters in the deeply
Democratic state supported his policies for tackling COVID-19,
immigration and crime. Newsom, who won his first term in...
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ABC News

DOJ files for immediate injunction to halt
enforcement of Texas abortion law
After announcing their lawsuit last week, the U.S. Department of Justice
Tuesday evening filed for an immediate injunction to halt Texas'…
enforcement
of4 their
restrictive
law banning most abortions in the state.
TEXAS
STATE ・
HOURS
AGO
"The State of Texas adopted S.B. 8 to prevent women from exercising
their constitutional rights," the DOJ says...
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Reuters

Nicholas deluges U.S. Gulf Coast with heavy rain,
flooding
TEXAS CITY, Texas, Sept 14 (Reuters) - Tropical Storm Nicholas moved
slowly through the Gulf Coast on Tuesday, drenching Texas and…
Louisiana
with・torrential
ENVIRONMENT
18 HOURSrain,
AGOflooding streets and leaving hundreds of
thousands of homes and businesses without power. The damage from
Nicholas comes just two weeks after Hurricane Ida. than...
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The Hill

Ex-officers accused of violating George Floyd's
civil rights plead not guilty
The former Minneapolis police officers involved in the killing of George
Floyd in May 2020 pleaded not guilty to federal charges on Tuesday.…
Derek Chauvin,
Lane,
J. Keung and Tou Thao appeared in a
MINNEAPOLIS,
MNThomas
・ 21 HOURS
AGO
remote court hearing alongside their attorneys, where they pleaded not
guilty to the charges against them, The Associated Press reported.
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CBS News

Putin forced to self-isolate as COVID hits his inner
circle
Moscow — Russian President Vladimir Putin is going into self-isolation
because of coronavirus cases in his inner circle, the Kremlin said…
Tuesday.
The announcement
came in the Kremlin's readout of Putin's
PUBLIC HEALTH
・ 1 DAY AGO
phone call with the Tajik President Emomali Rahmon. Putin has been
fully vaccinated with the Russian coronavirus vaccine Sputnik...
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Fox News

USA Gymnastics sex abuse scandal: FBI fires
agent ahead of Senate testimony
The FBI has fired the agent who sources say did not properly pursue tips
about now-disgraced USA Gymnastics national team doctor Larry…
Nassar,SAFETY
just hours
before AGO
Director Christopher Wray and Olympic
PUBLIC
・ 2 HOURS
athletes are expected to testify about their experience with the doctor
and the agency, Fox News can confirm. Wray,...
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The Hill

Democrats revive filibuster fight over voting rights
bill
Senate Democrats’ new push to pass voting rights legislation is reviving
tensions over the legislative filibuster, the biggest roadblock to passin…
significant
pieces
of ・
President
CONGRESS &
COURTS
5 HOURSBiden
AGO ’s agenda. Democrats rolled out a
fresh voting and elections proposal on Tuesday, touting it as a unifier for
their 50-member caucus. The measure...
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NBC News

504-pound alligator suspected of killing Louisiana
man during Ida found with human remains in
stomach
Authorities captured a 504-pound alligator suspected of attacking and
killing a 71-year-old man in Louisiana during Hurricane Ida. The 12-foot…
reptile wasSTATE
found・in
Avery
Estates area near Slidell, a city on Lake
LOUISIANA
4 the
HOURS
AGO
Pontchartrain across from New Orleans, according to the St. Tammany
Parish
was close to the location where Timothy
11 Sheriff's1Office. It Share
Satterlee Sr., a man who survived the devastating wrath of Hurricane
Katrina in 2005, went missing in Ida floodwaters on Aug. 30.
ABC News

Milley secretly assured China Trump wouldn't
attack to stay in office, book claims
Milley took steps outside the chain of command to prevent Trump from
launching a nuclear weapon or taking military action after the Jan. 6 ri…
according
a newAGO
book.
POTUS
・ 13to
HOURS
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